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External Network Modeling for MVAr Scheduling in Multi Area Power Systems

Y. Phulpin, M. Begovic and M. Petit

Abstract—Multi area power systems work most often with a poor inter-regional coordination about reactive power concerns. Transmission system operators typically do not possess a detailed knowledge about voltage profile across interconnected power systems. In this context, reactive power scheduling may be inefficient and inter-regional reactive power flows become a decisive issue. This inefficiency, associated with economic constraints and increasing stress on interconnection lines, may lead to conflicts, which could be partially avoided with a better scheduling strategy. In addition to inter-utility agreements, part of the solution could be to use appropriate external network modeling. Different modeling are thus presented in this paper and illustrated with an IEEE 118 bus system with 2 separately controlled regions, whose scheduling objective is to minimize active power losses. The regional scheduling process is described and the state of the interconnected power system is compared with a global optimization. Finally, the influence of the external network modeling parameters and the accuracy of their forecast is commented.

Index terms— Interconnected Power Systems, Power Systems Planning, Reactive Power Control

I. INTRODUCTION

The uncertainty among consumption, generation and transmission systems requires Transmission System Operators (TSOs) to introduce strategies for real-time frequency and voltage control. Hierarchical voltage control strategies have been developed in this framework, most often with a clear distinction between dynamic control, which is basically distributed among all control units, and a longer term regulation, which may be partially scheduled in a regional frame [1] and is commonly referred to as MVAr scheduling.

Following major black-outs, MVAr scheduling has become a key issue [2] and different control schemes have been proposed in order to achieve regional objectives such as minimization of active power losses [3], maximization of the voltage stability [4], or other multi-objective functions [5]-[7].

MVAr scheduling is indeed a variety of optimal power flow (OPF), where each TSO schedules the settings of its transportation systems (tap or phase transformers, capacitor banks, FACTS) and of the output voltage of the generators located in its control area according to its own optimization function. The performance of this local optimization is however limited by the fact that TSOs only have a local knowledge of the power system due to the strategic confidentiality of state and forecast data of interconnected regional power systems, which are driven by other TSOs. Thus, TSOs may only know about power flows or voltage at interconnections and possess a historical record of their values. This paper proposes a comparison of several external network modeling (ENM) methods that TSOs can use in order to schedule the MVAr management in their area.

In first section, a framework for multi-utility optimization of MVAr management is proposed. Then, a review of ENM for regional MVAr scheduling and a method for assessing their parameters are presented. Finally, regional strategies are compared with a global optimization in the case of the IEEE 118 Bus test system with two regions, which is defined in [8].

II. MVAR SCHEDULING

A. MVAr Scheduling in an Isolated Power System

Considering a static demand and a redistribution of the active power injections (distributed slack bus), the MVAr scheduling is the optimization of the control parameters as a function of a selected optimization objective. There are at least five main criteria which can be used to define methods for MVAr scheduling, listed below.

1) State Variables

Centralized voltage control techniques [9] may set all control units parameters according to a general optimization function. This approach requires important computation capabilities and may be difficult to apply in large power systems.

Consequently, many TSOs have decided to use a hierarchical voltage control [10]. In this context, the regional power system is divided into subregions, in which all voltage control units are supposed to maintain the reference voltage of the pilot node [11]. The Tertiary Voltage Control is scheduled by the TSO as the reference voltage of all pilot nodes [3]. It could be compared with a centralized voltage control in a simplified power system. In this paper, we focus on these centralized techniques.

2) Time scale

The MVAr scheduling is based on a forecast of active and
reactive power demand, which may be forecasted an hour ahead [3]. Some TSOs may optimize their voltage level in real-time [6]. In this paper, it is considered that all regions use an "hour ahead" forecast.

3) Control Variables
An issue is also to determine what is regulated by the TSO. As their reactive power injection capabilities are greater than those of capacitor banks or FACTS, generators’ reactive reserves may be preserved for emergency cases [6]. Further, tap or phase shifting transformers may be used only for active power management. In this paper, generators’ and compensators’ output voltage, tap and phase transformers settings are considered as controls.

In this study, generators’ active power injections are proportional to their initial value (distributed slack bus) and do not serve as control variables.

4) Constraints
TSOs have a large knowledge base of historical constraint violations and they integrate N-1 security constraints in an optimal power flow. This restriction is more difficult when no history of constraint violations is known. That is why only N level security constraints (the cases without contingencies) are considered in this paper.

5) Objectives
A decisive characteristic of MVAr scheduling is a choice of the objective function. Most of the TSOs apply a multi-objective function, based on the two following objectives.

Traditionally, a trend is to minimize the active power losses [3]. Practically, TSO maximizes the voltage profile across their region in order to reduce the line currents and therefore minimize losses [7]. This kind of regulation also increases the transfer capacities of existing lines, which are mainly dependent on maximum currents.

Recent focus on voltage stability has lead TSOs to maximize the reactive power reserves [12]. That approach is not considered in this paper.

B. MVAr Scheduling in an Multi Utility Power System
In a large scale power system, it is common that different TSOs control different regions, which are often interconnected with multiple tie lines in order to enable a common electricity market and to ensure a greater security. However, voltage control remains a prerogative of the local TSO.

1) Local Optimization Function
A main issue is the choice of the optimization function. TSOs do not always agree on their objectives due to the fact that they do not possess the same reactive power injection capabilities and the same network topology. In this paper, we consider that all regions have the same objective, which is the active power loss minimization.

2) Partial Knowledge of the External Power System
Another problem is the TSOs’ partial knowledge of the external part of the power system. It is assumed that each TSO has a perfect forecast of the demand and of the generation configuration in its own region including voltages and power flows at interconnections, but no knowledge about the network configuration in other regions. An external network model (ENM) thus needs to be used. A probabilistic method is chosen to determine the parameters of such models at interconnections. These two issues are presented in the following section.

Once the ENM is determined, the local optimization must respect the load flow equations at the equivalent network as well as the inter area active power exchanges.

3) Aggregation
All regional MVAr scheduling are confronted in real-time. At this time, all generators’ and compensators’ output voltage and tap and phase transformers’ settings are defined. A new load flow is run with a distributed slack bus and a preservation of interregional active power exchanges.

III. LOCAL OPTIMIZATION OF MVAr SCHEDULING
A. External Network Modeling
There are many ways for representing an external network with little knowledge about it. A large review of equivalents is available in [13]. This paper focuses only on ENM that can be parameterized based on internal measurements. Thus, No ward equivalent [14] is experienced. On the contrary, the following equivalents are studied:

1) REI equivalent
The performance of REI equivalent for interconnection flow scheduling is discussed in [15]. This equivalent consists of an equivalent PV bus, a line connecting with a boundary PQ bus, with no demand and lines connecting each interconnection bus. The parameters of these elements are determined with respect to the last measurements of voltage and apparent power flows at interconnection.

2) Thevenin Equivalent
This equivalent is defined in [16]. A line connects each interconnection bus with a V,δ bus. These voltage amplitude and angle are determined according to measurements of voltage and apparent power flows at interconnection by at least 2 different states of the network. The last measurements define the first state while a new power flow with the same control settings and a different load defines the second state.

3) PQ buses
This equivalent is defined in [12] in the context of distributed voltage control. Each interconnection bus is linked by a zero impedance line with a PQ bus whose demand corresponds to last measurements of the active and reactive power flows at the interconnection.

4) PV bases
This equivalent is similar to the PQ bus, but the zero impedance line connects a PV bus whose active power corresponds to previous measurements of the active power flow while its voltage is the previous voltage at interconnection bus.

B. Local Optimization

1) Benchmark System
MVAr scheduling is applied to the case of the modified
IEEE 118 Bus test system, originally defined in [17] and represented in Figure 1. Originally allocated tap changing transformers are operating in the voltage band between maximum (1.05pu) and minimum (0.95pu). Further, 2 phase shifting transformers have been introduced as a modification of the original scheme at the interconnections:
- between buses 30 and 38, driven by TSO A
- between buses 15 and 33, driven by TSO B
Maximum (28.64°) and minimum (-28.64°) angle deviations have been chosen for those 2 transformers. At all buses, the voltages are set to stay within the limits [0.94pu, 1.06pu].
Considering that MVAr scheduling must respect the economic constraints, active power flow from area A to area B is kept constant and equal (in the base case) to 74 MW.

2) Region A
The results of MVAr scheduling in region A for different ENM are presented in Figures 2 and 3. Parameters of the equivalents are measured by the initial case defined in [17]. According to the observations mentioned in [7], the minimization of active power losses corresponds to an average voltage profile near its upper limit. However, differences can be observed between the voltage profiles obtained with each equivalent. These deviations depend principally on the limit conditions, which are imposed by the type of equivalent and its parameters’ values. It is noticeable in this case that using PV equivalent leads to a much lower voltage profile near the interconnection area, while using PQ, Thevenin and REI equivalents lead to quite similar voltage profiles with slight differences.

3) Region B
The results of MVAr scheduling in region B for different ENM are shown in Figures 4 and 5. As for region A, parameters are measured in the initial (base) case. Voltage profiles are very similar to those obtained in area A. The deviations are more important due to the smaller dimension of the network.
C. Probabilistic Method to Determine the Parameters

Each TSO is assumed to define “new” control settings with the parameters issued from the last measurements. They are supposed to store it into a historical record of control variables. Depending on the generation, transmission and distribution forecast, the expected value of the corresponding control variables is then selected as the optimal choice.

In the following base case example, no historical data had been known for the interconnection. This process has thus been simulated. In order to highlight the influence of this step for the final results two sets are studied:

1) Randomly Defined Set
Parameters of equivalents for local optimization are measured by randomly controlled network with a load factor equal to 1.0. A set of 10 control settings is considered.

2) Nearly Optimal Set
Parameters of equivalents are measured by global active power loss minimization and reactive power reserve maximization with a load factor varying from 0.8 through 1.2 in steps of 0.1pu. This constitutes a set of 10 different control settings.

IV. CONFRONTATION WITH GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

After local optimization, controls are applied in the interconnected power system. Active power losses are computed in different cases and presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8. By global OPF, there are 80.8 MW, 34.25 MW and 115.05 MW respectively in region A, region B and in the interconnected power system.

A. Results by Randomly Defined Set
As parameters of the ENM are determined according to a random process, the results presented in Figure 7 are not reproducible. However, they represent an average of the observations during the simulations.

It is observed that every studied ENM model leads to a highly suboptimal state. In this context, the fact that optimizations are local is critical for the performance of the system. More precisely, important differences are noticeable between equivalents. By order of efficiency, they can be ranked as follows: 1) PQ equivalent, 2) Thevenin equivalent, 3) PV equivalent and 4) REI equivalent.

Finally, one can observe that the relative level of active power losses is more important in region B than it is in region A. This difference comes from the smaller dimension of region B and therefore the lower amount of losses in this region while extra losses are localized near the interconnection and approximately equivalent in each region.

B. Results by Nearly Optimal Set
The level of performance reached while using an equivalent is higher in this context although some ENM models still lead to higher operating costs. For instance, using a REI equivalent leads to an increase of 1% of active power losses in the interconnected power system. With this approach, according to the observations mentioned in the previous section, PQ equivalent and Thevenin equivalent seem to be more efficient than other ENM.
The comparison between randomly defined set and nearly optimal set highlights the importance of the ENM parameters. As no measurements are available on the IEEE 118 Bus system, further work is necessary to more accurately evaluate the equivalents. However, the previous observations tend to show that PQ and Thevenin equivalents are interesting options for MVAr scheduling, unlike REI equivalent.

C. On the Ability to Deliver Clear Forecasts

Possessing a data base of measurements of currents and voltages at interconnections is not a sufficient condition for achieving a satisfactory level of optimization. Indeed, demand and generation dispatch forecast needs also to be accurate. Although secondary voltage control (which is dedicated to shorter time scale regulation) addresses this issue, it may be seen as a limitation for this study.

Real case observations could however provide with a better knowledge of each equivalent’s parameter stability regarding changes in the system configuration. This stability could induce an efficient MVAr scheduling for any limited forecast error and would thus be an interesting step toward more realistic evaluation of equivalents.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper shows that certain choices of ENM lead to a more efficient MVAr scheduling in a multi-utility environment. Choosing an ENM model requires a consideration of its performance but also of the ability to forecast accurately ENM parameters. Although the presented example does not amount to a recipe for all systems and situations, it reveals some properties of the ENMs which can be exploited in designing their applications in other networks and for real cases.
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